
The formation of neutron star low-mass X-ray binaries is an ongoing challenge in stellar evolution. Neutron star low-mass X-ray binaries are systems containing a neutron star accreting 
material from a donor where the mass transfer is driven by magnetic braking.  There are significant discrepancies between the observed mass transfer rates and the theoretically predicted 
values, in some cases differing up to an order of magnitude. Using the MESA stellar evolution code we tested modified magnetic braking which scales the default "Skumanich" prescription 
and a "Reville" prescription. Using these different magnetic braking prescriptions we can produce the observed mass transfer rates at the detected mass ratio and orbital period. Using the 
simulated results we can work backwards and show the possible progenitors to a given observed low-mass X-ray binary. We present for the first time, possible progenitor systems of a 
given group of observed low-mass X-ray binaries.

Mass transfer in binary systems results in emitted radiation which is one 
of the main ways we can observe binary systems. The number of well 
observed, persistent binaries is very limited[1,3,6]. 

Using MESA[5], we ran a large grid of donor masses and periods to 
simulate binary systems. We apply two different magnetic braking 
prescriptions to our simulations to produce the models. We compare 
these simulated systems to observed binaries to determine possible 
progenitors of observed persistent LMXBs.
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Stellar simulation codes use a default magnetic braking scheme known as 
the “Skumanich” prescription[7]:

The Skumanich magnetic braking scheme cannot reproduce many 
observed LMXBs[1,2,8]. We derive an improved scheme using physics by 
accounting for the wind, turnover time, and escape velocity[8]:

The derived scheme can reproduce Sco X-1 whereas the default cannot[4].
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Comparing observed and simulated systems in the period-mass 
transfer rate all observed systems are reproducible with the derived 
magnetic braking scheme.
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The derived magnetic braking scheme found 
possible progenitors to all of the observed 
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